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This paper considers the transitional relations on a monopolistic stage of capitalism, which partici�

pate in disruption of basic positions of capitalism (commodity, capital, added value of free

competition). Transitional relations are included in economic system of monopolistic capitalism,

participate in a regulation of capital economy.
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Transitional production relations appeared

on a stage of the capitalism in its own internal

boards.

But where, in what sphere of the produc�

tion relations of capitalism formate the elements

of the new economic formation? Definition of

such object is base on the identification of ele�

ments which take a part in disruption of com�

modity production, capital and added value,

competition.

Socialization of production, concentration of

capital became a cause of the appearance of

capital monopoly. The domination of monopoly

defines the crucial feature what characterize gen�

esis of transitional forms and making capitalism

in general into transitional type of production. It

includes the main difference of monopolistic stage

from capitalism if free competence.

In a system of transitional economic forms

on a monopolistic stage of capitalism have such

elements what are opposite to commodity.

The connection between production and

consumption in capitalism of freee competition

was made by commodity�market way.

Elements of conforming to plan start to re�

alize functions of the regulation of capital econ�

omy in general what was totally belong to laws

of commodity production. But the monopolistic

planning don‘t cover all capital economy. It is

not removes the anarchy, spontaneity in capital

household. The dominant role in regulation of

capital household belongs to commodity�mar�

ket relations1.

Setting of the direct the part chains be�

tween production and consumption before the

process of production in monopolistic econo�

my says about elements of planning. On the

level of the capitalistic household in general com�

bine two opposite forms of regulation, appears

elements of planning.

Dominate form of capital corresponds with

special form of the added value � monopoly ex�

tra�profit.

1. The term “part�time job” in conditions of the

monopoly capitalism was made by professor, doctor

of economics, head of department Moscow state

university N.A. Tsagalov.

2. American economist J. Galbraith divides into

two levels. The first � huge corporations “planning

system”; the second level � small and  middle busi�

ness � “market system” (Galbraith J.  New Industrial

society М., 1969).
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